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Figure 1: An overview of prototyping with Smell & Paste (lo-fi) versus current practices (hi-fi). Smell & Paste: Our technique
leverages low-fidelity materials tomake low-fidelity prototyping of smell experiences approachable and fast for novices and
experts alike. Here, a designer (a) tests their drafted odor sequence for a virtual reality experience. They decide to tweak the
sequence, so they (b) open the cassette with the loaded smell tape. They (c) modify the odor interaction by cutting and pasting
off-the-shelf scratch-and-sniff stickers onto the tape. Within minutes, (d) they test the changes by advancing the cassette
with its driver, and the cassette’s comb scratches the tape to release the stickers’ smells. This allows for a quick and easily
approachable prototyping workflow. In contrast, current practice: Today, experts jump directly to high-fidelity development.
They must often (1) handle fragrance chemicals directly and (2) are required to build and program a delivery system before
they can (3) test their experience. Each step in current practice is time-consuming: a single iteration can take hours, days, or –
in some extremes – months.

ABSTRACT
Low-fidelity prototyping is so foundational to Human-Computer
Interaction, appearing in most early design phases. So, how do
experts prototype olfactory experiences? We interviewed eight
experts and found that they do not because no process supports
this. Thus, we engineered Smell & Paste, a low-fidelity prototyping
toolkit. Designers assemble olfactory proofs-of-concept by pasting
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scratch-and-sniff stickers onto a paper tape. Then, they test the
interaction by advancing the tape in our 3D-printed (or cardboard)
cassette, which releases the smells via scratching. Our toolkit uses
commodity materials; keeps iterations quick, approachable, and
cheap; and circumvents electronics, programming, and chemical
handling. We evaluated Smell & Paste in two studies. We found that
the toolkit was approachable to people of any technical background
and that novices and experts appropriated and extended the toolkit,
making it personalized. Novices produced prototypes quickly, and
experts were excited about the kit’s technical affordances and inte-
grating it into their practice.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware → Emerging technologies; Emerging interfaces; •
Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction
(HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Low-fidelity prototyping approaches, such as paper and video pro-
totyping, are foundational to Human-Computer Interaction. Many
practitioners, researchers, and students are taught to use these es-
sential techniques because they allow for quick iteration cycles and
use non-technical (low-tech) media when designing screen-based
user interfaces. However, experience designers have recentlymoved
beyond the screen [40], noticing the opportunities afforded bymany
new modalities, including olfaction [39]. Odors play critical roles
in our lives: from the pleasures of food and its influence on our
metabolism [45] to detecting potential hazards [55] to an essential
role in memories and emotions [21, 48].

Moreover, all societies have their own cultures and practices
around smell, charged with cultural values that also shape how
they interact with the world [8]. For example, in the past, Northern
Māori villages were noted for the pungent notes of fermenting corn
(kānga pirau) emanating from steeping pits [9] (a dish that can
be smelled several houses away even today [63]), while Roman
Catholic masses marked symbolic transitions with the smell of
burning balsam [19]. HCI researchers have been leveraging these
opportunities in interactive experiences, such as to increase virtual
presence [3], provide notifications [30], promote wellbeing [1],
enhance safety [33], and support funeral rites [57], just to cite a
few.

However, while lo-fi techniques support visual UIs, the same
does not hold for experiences leveraging smell. Even with advance-
ments in scent technologies, olfactory experiences remain rare.
We posit that designers need both hi-fi hardware for final develop-
ment and low-fidelity prototyping techniques to make olfactory
experience design quick, low-cost, and approachable to those of
diverse backgrounds/regions (including those without technical
experience).

Following this, we asked, do olfactory experience designers
draft lo-fi prototypes? In short, they do not. In our first study,
we interviewed experts that previously authored smell experi-
ences for the public (games, interactive exhibits, etc.). We found
most jumped from concept to hi-fi version, taking months before
they integrated or tested actual smells. These difficulties stem from
lacking structures or toolkits to prototype with low-fidelity odor
materials. In turn, experts take an idea and must often compose or
buy fragrances, build, and program a dispensing system, and test
ergonomics before they can test design choices or ideas. Each step
ultimately requires significant time, cost, and expertise.

To tackle this, we designed a low-tech, low-fidelity toolkit that
makes prototyping olfactory experiences quick, cheap, and eas-
ily approachable. As seen in Figure 1, our toolkit comprises (b) a

3D-printed (or cardboard) cassette with which users draft odor se-
quences and transitions by adding scratch-and-sniff stickers. These
low-cost stickers have a coating of microencapsulated fragrances,
which lets one store and later release smells by scratching their sur-
face. The toolkit enables drafting experiences by (c) simply cutting
and pasting stickers onto paper tapes, loading them into a cassette,
and (d) hand-operating the cassette. This editing workflow draws
inspiration from film, tape, and reel editing techniques. The kit
exhibits all the fundamental elements of paper prototyping: it (1)
leverages commonly available materials (printer paper and scratch-
and-sniff stickers), (2) does not use hardware or software, (3) is
cheap to make, and (4) has low operational costs. Our toolkit frees
users from electronics, liquids, or programming during early proto-
typing phases. Most importantly, the kit is approachable to people
of any technical ability to draft expressive olfactory experiences.

We evaluated our device through two additional user studies.
In the second study, our toolkit supported novices to experiment
with the full breadth of key olfactory design features, drafting
sequences that leverage smell’s chemical, emotional, spatial, and
temporal features [29]. The kit also paired well with established
prototyping strategies (paper, video, Wizard of Oz) and let partici-
pants even compose custom smells. In the third study, two experts
incorporated the toolkit into their professional practices. One ex-
pert demonstrated its use in a small storytelling workshop with
two young children. Both experts especially highlighted Smell &
Paste’s technical and tangible affordances, and both were interested
in incorporating the toolkit into their future professional work.
Ultimately, our toolkit let the participants iterate over and draft lo-fi
smell prototypes, allowing them to focus on design. We found that
novices and experts alike appropriated and extended the toolkit,
making it highly personalized.

We believe our prototyping toolkit will enable new work across
HCI, design, and education. To accelerate the lo-fi prototyping of
smell experiences, we not only provide our device as open-source
but complement it with a dataset of 800 scratch-and-sniff stickers
(some as cheap as 0.035 USD per cm2) that can be purchased online.

Smell & Paste is not an end product but a process to enable design-
ers to rapidly validate and test design decisions early in prototyping,
and could be combined or help users transition to high-fidelity
smell toolkits [24, 26, 31].

2 WALKTHROUGH: PROTOTYPINGWITH
SMELL & PASTE

We present an example walkthrough in which a designer uses
Smell & Paste prototyping to draft smell interactions for an existing
virtual reality (VR) experience. As seen in Figure 2, the experience
is a simple game in which the player must find food and shelter
in a forest. They stumble across fragrant ingredients to cook with,
such as a suspicious mushroom. The player then finds their way
to a cabin by following a smokey scent that grows stronger as
they approach. Once inside, they find a boiling stew to which they
can add foraged ingredients, changing its smell. If they add the
mushroom, the stew’s smell turns foul to warn that it is poisonous.

First, our designer iterates over the moment the player steps
from the forest into the cabin—their objective is to immerse the
player in the rich smell emanating from the kitchen. They test this
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Figure 2: Key moments of this VR experience, for which our designer intends to prototype its olfactory experience.

scene on themselves and, with every run, tweak the smell sequence.
Figure 3 shows the key to prototyping with Smell & Paste: (a) the
designer tries the VR scene while holding and manually advancing
the cassette to release odors; (b) dissatisfied with the current smells,
they modify the sequence by adding a sticker to the exposed tape;
and now (c) rewind the tape to (d) try the olfactory transition once
more. This olfactory prototyping is approachable and takes the
designer a few minutes.

Figure 3: (a) The designer tests a fade-in of a chili scent while
entering the cabin and modifies the sequence. They rewind
and (b) cut a square of lavender to (c) add to the start, em-
phasizing the soup’s fragrant herbs. (d) Sequence presented
outside of the cassette.

Since our technique uses low-tech materials (paper and stickers)
and is approachable, the designer rapidly drafts variations of the
interactions, see Figure 4. Each variation tests their ideas for the
forest scents, the transition from woods to cabin, and the aromatic
notes released when entering the kitchen. These three variations
took 3-4 minutes.

Figure 4: Our designer made three different sequences to test
how to transition between the forest and cabin kitchen.

The designer repeats this process for the cooking interaction to
experiment with how the foraged ingredients change the stew’s
scent. The designer wants to warn the player when the stew be-
comes poisonous, so they try adding a sharp, pungent aroma (Figure
5). Smell & Paste lets them draft and test many combinations to
identify which works best.

Figure 5: (a) An odor sequence for the kitchen stew interac-
tion initially uses a transition from savory chili to a meat
medley with hints of onion. (b) The designer decides to warn
their user of the poisonous mushroom by increasing the
onion odor’s intensity. (c) The designer then tests the modi-
fied sequence while immersed in the scene.

In contrast to Smell & Paste’s rapid prototyping, most olfactory
experience designers take hours to months to produce one draft
of a similar olfactory experience, as informed by our Study 1 and
prior work [24,26]. Figure 6 illustrates the standard steps when
prototyping an experience using electronics. This process often
requires formulating or finding fragrances compatible with the
delivery mechanism and then making or programming electronic
dispensers, which are less approachable in early phases. These
limitations can hinder the designer’s creativity too early in the
process [14].

Figure 6: Illustration of typical key steps involved in
hardware-based olfactory prototyping.

While our walkthrough depicts Smell & Paste used to draft smells
for an existing experience, our prototyping toolkit is suited formany
stages of the design process. Designers can pair Smell & Paste with
established techniques like paper prototyping, video prototyping,
and Wizard-of-Oz sessions (as observed from participants in our
Study 2), or even combining our lo-fi smell toolkit with hi-fi smell
toolkits (e.g., Lai and Cao’s kit [24] or O&O [26]).
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3 RELATEDWORK
Our work builds on low-fidelity and low-technology prototyping,
especially paper-prototyping. As our toolkit leverages scratch-and-
sniff stickers, we cover microencapsulation to familiarize the reader
with this little-discussed format in HCI.

3.1 Low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototyping
Low-fidelity prototypes act as stand-ins for an interactive appli-
cation: these are meant to be produced rapidly and early in the
design process. They allow designers to validate and test design
decisions as well as test how users might respond to the envisioned
final UI design or experience [49]. In HCI literature, lo-fi proto-
type implementations are often implemented for visual or auditory
mediums, such as via a series of static UI layouts that represent
scenarios and choices in an application or even acted through the
Wizard-of-Oz session [34]. The most popular and rapid lo-fi proto-
types are typically paper prototypes, usually hand-drawn sketches
of a user interface or experience. As the user then interacts with
the prototype, a human facilitator guides the experience by mod-
eling the prototype responses such as changes in the layout [44].
This methodology is widespread in HCI and taught in virtually all
introductory HCI or design courses.

Lo-fi prototypes introduce a wide range of advantages [47]. They
require little development cost (e.g., pen and paper), which enables
designers to evaluate multiple design concepts. The prototypes can
help address issues in the layout or experience and are useful arti-
facts for communicating the concept to others. Unfortunately, they
also have disadvantages as they represent rough approximations of
the eventual design or experience. For example, they need a facili-
tator, have limited utility after requirements are established, and
have issues with navigation or flow in an interface or experience.

Inspired by traditional paper prototypes, our toolkit can be facili-
tated but it can alternatively be experienced by a user independently.
The latter resembles the experience prototyping attitude, which fo-
cuses on the experiential aspect of prototyping [6]. In other words,
where traditional ways of prototyping often focus on a passive
audience witnessing a demo or someone else’s experience, the expe-
rience prototyping attitude focuses on methods that allow an active
audience to “experience it themselves” via low-fidelity prototypes.

In contrast to lo-fi prototypes, hi-fi prototypes are more func-
tional and interactive versions of a design that can be experienced
by the user alone. These prototypes often have the look and feel of
the final version. However, hi-fi prototyping has its disadvantages
too, namely: these are more expensive to develop, require a lot of
time to create (at times weeks or even months), and are inefficient
for proof-of-concept designs.

3.2 Olfactory interfaces
HCI researchers and artists have long explored ways to incorporate
our senses into digital experiences, including olfaction [16,18,36,59].
Olfactory interfaces typically deliver smells by diffusing vapors
[43, 60], heating solids [11, 22] or liquids [10, 23] to produce va-
pors, or aerosolizing [2, 5] fragrant liquids. The resulting vapor
or aerosol is commonly delivered near the nostrils or guided by
fans, air vortices [60], bubbles [51], or ultrasound arrays [17]. HCI
researchers have largely explored olfaction for immersion [23, 42]
and communication [30, 58]. While researchers are refining de-
livery technologies, little attention has focused on how designers
prototype olfactory experiences.

3.3 High-fidelity toolkits for olfactory
experiences

While toolkits with fragrances—such as the Smell Memory Kit [27]—
exist to evoke and share autobiographical stories using smells as
probes, little work has investigated lo-fi or low-tech toolkits for
prototyping olfactory experiences.

In fact, the existing toolkits explicitly designed for olfactory
experiences are on the high-fidelity and high-tech end of the spec-
trum. For instance, Lai and Cao created an electronic-based toolkit
to facilitate high-fidelity prototypes of olfactory interactions as
part of their TEI 2019 studio [24]. The kit includes electronically
controlled smell diffusers with a control module connected to an
Arduino microcontroller and a set of liquid containers. This type
of smell hardware can only emit smells from very low viscosity
fragrances and needs circuit modifications to allow more than four
smells at a time. To prototype with this toolkit, a designer fills the
containers with fragrances to be aerosolized via a transducer and
a wick. Designers then combine the kit with sensors, props, and

Table 1: Contrast between high-fidelity toolkits and our low-fidelity toolkit.

low-fidelity attributes

fidelity toolkit low-cost no hardware no software many odors fast remix
High OWidgets [31] ∼ N/A (a) ✓ × (b) ✓ × (c)

Lai & Cao’s kit [24] ∼ × × ✓ × ✓
O&O [26] ∼ × × ✓ × ✓

Low Smell & Paste ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
table footnotes: (a) software only, but still requires access to and some knowledge of smell delivery hardware.

(b) odors extendable but requires database (valence, arousal, associations); initial database has 9 odors; number of
odors dependent on hardware.
(c) modification and remixing require an understanding of programming.
Blue tildes (∼) are used when the kit’s cost is unclear, as it depends on the price of electronics, Arduinos, transducers,
insulation, etc.
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everyday items to produce their experience. Similarly, O&O [26] is
a DIY toolkit for high-tech prototyping of olfactory interfaces that
provides odor-delivery modules using a combination of electronics
(fans, transducers, etc.), cardboard, and plastics or waterproofing
materials. While both kits are useful, the components are high-tech
(based on transducers and electronics often found in final devices
[2, 5]) and, consequently, require engineering and programming
knowledge as well as fragrance handling. These researchers ac-
knowledged this limitation in the workshops (and workflows) they
conducted using their toolkits. (1) In Lai and Cao’s TEI studio, par-
ticipants did not present scent-enabled prototypes, but presented
visual or tangible prototypes that considered the toolkit’s form-
factor. (2) In O&O’s first workshop, participants reported relying
on team members with engineering/software experience to proto-
type, and the one team without such expertise received guidance
from the organizers [26]. Additionally, some participants reported
that the prototyping phase was insufficient to complete a hi-fi proto-
type; thus, in their follow-up workshop, each individual participant
received programming and hardware mentors to complete a single
hi-fi prototype over the course of 5 days.

In contrast to hardware solutions, OWidgets is a software so-
lution that provides a GUI for olfactory design [31], but is not
designed to support lo-fi prototyping. The software coordinates
scheduling and delivery across arbitrary olfactory interfaces (high-
tech), which can also be used for high-fidelity prototyping, but has
yet to be tested with designers.

To summarize in Table 1, we contrast existing toolkits and the
key attributes expected of a lo-fi toolkit: i.e., low-cost, approachable
to users without hardware or software expertise, supporting many
odors, fast to use, and easy to appropriate or remix. As shown in
Table 1, because prior work focused exclusively on hi-tech proto-
typing or final products, there is no work that has investigated lo-fi
prototyping of olfactory experiences.

3.4 Scratch-and-sniff stickers
(microencapsulated fragrances)

“Scratch-and-sniff” media is paper, or plastic, covered in fragrances
sealed in microscopic capsules. Pressure from scratching the surface
breaks these small capsules and releases the odor. The earliest uses
of microencapsulated fragrances included perfume advertisements
in magazines [61], and later postage stamps with odors congruent
to their illustrations [12, 50]. Moreover, another application lies
in the food industry as scratch-and-sniff finishes allow consumers
to preview a product’s smell before purchase (e.g., jam packaging
with scratch-and-sniff [20]).

Many took note of scratch-and-sniff stickers’ ability to produce
olfactory experiences for printed media and leveraged them to
create more engaging and accessible products. For instance, scented
books and stickers were proposed as methods to engage blind and
visually impaired children (or parents) in readings [4, 15, 56].

While scratch-and-sniff was only paired with static print media
in its earliest decades, the 80s explored its use in film, notably
through John Waters’ iconic Polyester [62]. These explorations
continue to the present date, with games [28, 35] and contemporary
movies at premier festivals leveraging the format (e.g., The Beach
Bum at SXSW 2019 [64]).

The only proposed use of scratch-and-sniff in a device appeared
in 2001 as a patent that described the concept of an electrically
actuated odor bank, which would move to the target odor and heat
it to release the microencapsulated scent [37]. To our knowledge,
this proposed device was never produced or studied.

4 CONTRIBUTION, BENEFITS, AND
LIMITATIONS

Our key contribution is a toolkit that enables low-fidelity, low-tech
prototyping of olfactory experiences informed by expert interviews
and user studies.

The Smell & Paste toolkit has the following benefits. (1) The
toolkit enables very fast drafting of an odor sequence. In
turn, designers can iterate on an interaction or experience to test
ideas much faster and earlier than with high-fidelity or high-tech
approaches. Like any lo-fi and low-tech prototyping method, Smell
& Paste is only a stand-in for an experience meant to validate and
test design decisions early on. (2) The toolkit’s materials keep
iteration costs lowwhen compared to iterating via fragrances and
delivery hardware. Like paper prototypes, Smell & Paste prototypes
use readily available paper and scratch-and-sniff stickers, which can
be acquired and operated for lower cost than delivering fragrances
with pumps, atomizers, etc. Due to this, there is also a low cost
to creating, remixing, or discarding drafts. Additionally, the cost
of our cassettes can be lowered by using cardboard and paper
towel tubes. Finally, the cost of our approach depends on the cost
and accessibility of scratch-and-sniff stickers themselves, which
might vary over time or by region. (3) The cassette form factor
overcomes the limitations of the low-fidelity odor product
and is intuitive to use. As seen in Study 1, designers are excited
about using low-fidelity materials like scratch-and-sniff stickers but
do not have the infrastructure to address their limitations (e.g., need
for manual scratching, insufficient surface area for long sequences,
unclear how to produce fades). Unlike books or cards, our cassette
design allows for an arbitrarily long sequence stored in a small
space. Studies 2 and 3 demonstrated that the design is also robust
for odor delivery. Our cassette also leaves the eyes unobstructed
(unlike scented books). (4) Designers can combine our toolkit
with existing prototyping techniques. As seen in Study 2, Smell
& Paste is flexible enough to allow participants to combine their
prototypes with video prototypes of interactive experiences, paper
prototypes of UI designs, or even Wizard-of-Oz prototypes. (5)
Smell & Paste is simple and expressive. Designers only need to
cut & paste stickers and advance or rewind the tape to draft odor
sequences rapidly. By building off these simple actions, a designer
can fade and crossfade a variety of scents or even compose new
fragrances.

Our approach is not without its limitations. (1) Our toolkit
inherits navigational, flow, and facilitation limitations typi-
cal to lo-fi prototyping techniques. Designers must find ways
to map branching experiences onto a linear form factor, which
is typical of these techniques [47]. Additionally, designers know
the pace to advance their cassette but must provide facilitation for
others (e.g., metronome for pacing), which is also common to lo-fi
prototyping techniques (see Section 4.1). Finally, (2) while our
toolkit enables lo-fi prototyping, more research will need to
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follow to measure how it impacts translating low to high-
fidelity prototypes. Unlike other modalities, olfaction can vary
based on the delivery method, and, as is for all prototyping methods,
materialities (the material artefacts used during prototyping) may
influence the design process [32]. So, while Smell & Paste may be
helpful for low-fidelity prototyping, future work needs to investi-
gate how it translates to high-fidelity and final experiences that
do not use low-fidelity materials like scratch-and-sniff. Still, our
toolkit provides the groundwork to explore this question.

5 STUDY 1: ARE THERE LOW-FIDELITY
OLFACTORY PROTOTYPING METHODS?

Our first study sought to understand the prototyping processes
of artists and researchers working with smell, particularly what
challenges they faced. We conducted semi-structured interviews
(via Zoom) with experts, each lasting approximately one and a half
hours. This study was approved by our Institutional Review Board
(IRB-20-2071).

5.1 Participants
Eight participants were directly recruited for their olfactory expe-
rience expertise covering a range of interactive applications (nar-
rative, games, art, research) for all ages (children to adults), see
Table 2. Four identified as women and four as men. All participants
reported having produced several olfactory experiences for the
public: four participants were game designers, three worked with
film or performance, and one was an artist & researcher focused
on olfactory experiences. We compensated each expert with a 25
USD gift card for their time.

5.2 Procedure
We started our semi-structured interviews by gathering profes-
sional experience around scent, using their prior work as a probe.
This structure follows the critical incident technique [13], in that we
gave a clear statement to participants of what is being investigated.

We discussed what influenced their prototyping, project iterations,
and challenges.

Qualitative data analysis steps were then followed to identify
major themes from an a-priori list of categories. We used Burnard’s
stage by stage method [7] as follows: (1) close reading of the tran-
scripts; (2) open coding of the responses; (3-4) developing broader
categories based on the open coding; and (5) reducing the interviews
to words and phrases.

5.3 Results
We summarize and report the three most relevant major categories.

1. Most experts skip lo-fi prototyping. Six of eight experts
(E1, E2, E3, E4, E7, E8) did not introduce smells in their early design
process. They typically delayed integrating actual smells until they
finished producing the underlying hardware. When reflecting on
their hardware choices, experts that developed custom hardware for
their experiences (E4, E7, E8) mentioned spendingmost of their time
on this portion of their projects, to the detriment of the experience
design (E8). As E8 explained, they were “not [. . .] able to focus
exclusively on the olfactory experience design due to the time
spent on developing hardware and learning electrical engineering.”
Experts often emphasized the overhead associated with acquiring
domain expertise and tacit knowledge early in their work. Experts
stated difficulties or time spent learning how to (1) program or
engineer (E4, E7, E8); (2) produce their own fragrances (E2, E3,
E7); (3) use existing delivery technologies (E2, E4, E7, E8); and (4)
determine best practices for safety (E7).

2. Reusing low-tech & low-fidelity smell products to make
a final experience. Five experts explored less conventional meth-
ods of odor delivery (E1, E2, E3, E6, E7). For example, E2 designed an
interactive art installation inwhich visitors could spray post-it notes
with ready-made fragrances and attach them to a zoetrope, which
combined the ease of assembling a sequence with the zoetrope’s
ability to animate the sequence by spinning. E1 similarly recounted
using spices from a store in unlabeled jars tomake a small storywith
a friend’s child, as they prefer thinking about “the sequence of odors

Table 2: Experts on interactive olfactory experiences interviewed for Study 1. These experts covered a range of backgrounds
and media for all ages (from children to adults) and audience scales (individual to theater experiences).

Expert Background Relevant projects or experience

E1 Filmmaker, olfactory artist Olfactory experience designer for film screenings with scent, scented workshops
and activities with children and people with disabilities, etc.

E2 Artist, exhibit and experience
developer, playworker

Olfactory experience designer for film screenings with scent, olfactory
experiences for children, smell experiences for neighborhood communities.

E3 Film programmer Olfactory experience designer for film screenings with scent.
E4 Game designer, researcher Academic researcher on scent in games, olfactory game designer.
E5 Game designer, programmer Lead designer for commercially distributed video game with scratch-and-sniff card

(over 750,000 copies sold).
E6 Game designer, programmer Lead designer for commercially distributed text-adventure with scratch-and-sniff

card (over 130,000 copies sold).
E7 Game designer, researcher Interactive art installations and games exhibited internationally, sensory design &

teaching.
E8 Artist, HCI researcher Interactive olfactory installations, research on olfactory HCI.
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Figure 7: The kit is made from: (1) tape, (2) cassette, (3) scratch plate with comb, (4) driver, and (5) cassette connector.

than to get caught up in [smell] delivery.” Others used low-tech and
low-fidelity products like scent-imbued fabrics, commercial food
products and items (e.g., soaps), and even scratch-and-sniff stickers.
Commercial foods and items left experts with little control over the
odors and their intensity. All options required manual cueing. Con-
versely, when asked about their experience with scratch-and-sniff
stickers, the consensus was that it was easy to use and offered a
variety of available odors. E3 mentioned scratch-and-sniff saved
production (instead of foods and fabrics) and that stickers addressed
“issues of cross-contamination” and “offered a variety of new odors”
(E3, E5, E6).

3. Early tests. Only E5 and E6 introduced odors early in the
development of a major project. They iterated on their interactive
games’ scents by changing the layout with scratch-and-sniff sample
cards. They both remarked that testing their games’ smells with
scratch-and-sniff was “straightforward” and did not require domain
expertise (it is just paper).

5.4 Discussion
Most experts went from concept to directly spending their time
building and iterating over complex high-fidelity or high-tech ver-
sions of their experiences. While high-tech solutions provided the
benefit of control, experts did not draft and test their olfactory
design choices early on.

This issue arises because there is no structured toolkit or method
to help experts draft lo-fi prototypes. However, the exploration
of low-tech, low-fidelity products to quickly create final experi-
ences provided insights. We identified scratch-and-sniff stickers
as the ideal candidate for enabling olfactory prototyping. Unlike
foods or beverages, they do not spoil, are consistent over time, and
can be stably stored. Unlike ready-made fragrances, even children
can handle them safely. Unlike imbued fabrics, they do not cross-
contaminate easily. Scratch-and-sniff stickers are cheap, widely
varied in smell, easy to access, compact, and easy to handle. How-
ever, scratch-and-sniff cards require cueing for manual operation
(e.g., number flashing in a corner) and – as a form factor – cannot
handle long or complex odor sequences. For example, how does
one draft a crossfade between two smells on a scratch-and-sniff
card? Our toolkit design needed to improve upon the card form
factor for scratch-and-sniff stickers.

Second, olfactory experiences can be thought of and decon-
structed into component odor sequences (E1). Following this, our
toolkit must provide the flexibility to produce many individual odor
sequences and allow designers to compare sequences easily. These

findings provided design considerations and inspirations for Smell
& Paste.

6 SMELL & PASTE TOOLKIT
IMPLEMENTATION

With these findings, we implemented the Smell & Paste toolkit
around a 3D-printed cassette (no electronics). This design builds
upon the scratch-and-sniff card form factor. With Smell & Paste, de-
signers draft odor sequences by adding stickers along the cassette’s
paper tape and can animate the sequence, allowing complex effects
like crossfades. The cassette form factor also supports arbitrarily
long odor sequences as it is compact (rolled up), like a Compact
Cassette for music. As demonstrated in Study 3, our toolkit reliably
delivers odors. Figure 7 presents the key components of Smell &
Paste. We open-sourced all assembly and design files for replication,
modification, and dissemination1. We also provide a hyper-low-cost
version that uses commonly available corrugated cardboard and
paper towel tubes (craft tubes).

6.1 Toolkit components
Smell & Paste components were optimized to be printed with small,
entry-level FDM printers. We designed the 3D models to require
almost no support materials or overhangs. Alternatively, we imple-
mented a hyper-low-cost version of the cassette with corrugated
cardboard and craft tubes. We made our designs parametric to sup-
port size modifications. For example, users can change the tape
width, and the 3D or cardboard cutting files will adjust accordingly.

1. Paper tape.We use inkjet or copy paper for the tape material
as it is commonly available and flexible. Most scratch-and-sniff
stickers adhere to it well since the paper is uncoated (or they can be
glued on easily). To produce a paper tape, a user must tape together
paper cut to the intended tape width. We recommend washi tape to
connect paper strips (for its flexibility and thinness) and a stickier
tape (e.g., gaffe tape) to connect the paper tape to two spools. The
user then authors sequences by pasting stickers and can play a
sequence by placing the tape (with spools) in a cassette.

2. Cassette. To assemble a cassette, the user prints and assembles
the top, bottom, idle rollers, and hinges. The cassette’s two slits let
the user monitor the tape’s progress. The idle rollers align the tape
with the comb and decrease tape friction. After inserting a tape, the
user closes the cassette and attaches the scratch plate.
1https://github.com/humancomputerintegration/smell-and-paste (includes all files to
produce both versions of the toolkit and a dataset of 800 commercial scent stickers).
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3. Comb and scratch plate. The scratch plate is a modular
attachment that clips onto the cassette and aligns the comb with the
tape at the cassette’s opening. The comb slots around a loaded tape
and scratches its stickers. We designed the comb to print separately
from the plate so future designers could make new designs and
integrate them quickly into the kit. We initially made the comb
entirely 3D-printed; however, three out of five participants from
Study 2 mentioned the 3D-printed teeth would sometimes jam the
tape. In turn, we redesigned the comb to use Velcro-like hook and
loop fasteners, and Study 3 showed this new versionworked reliably.
We additionally ran a small pilot that further demonstrated this
final comb’s reliability. Over the course of scratching a five-smell
sequence 105 times, the tape never got jammed and two participants
had a detection rate of 100±0% and identification rate of 85±14%
(getting better over time instead of worse) for the smells.

4. Driver. We designed a simple driver to mechanically advance
the tape: a gear with a solid cantilever inserted through one cassette
hole. The cantilever slides into one of the cassette holes and clicks
in place, securing the driver to the spool. The user then rotates the
driver to advance the tape.

5. Cassette connector. We designed an optional component
that allows users to stack multiple cassettes, as in Figure 8. This
component attaches to a cassette’s bottom and exposes two can-
tilevers that can couple with another connector. Both the scratch
plate and connector have clearance for the driver of another cas-
sette. Connecting two cassettes can help a designer – for example –
evaluate the legibility of odor interactions (sequences) happening
at the same time.

Figure 8: (a) Two cassettes side-by-side and (b) two cassettes
stacked together using the connectors (formulti-trackmode).

6.2 Editing techniques
While we purposefully designed our low-fidelity toolkit for sim-
plicity, its simplicity does not hinder its expressivity. As we now
present, Smell & Paste provides simple modes of operation that,
when combined, allow users to test complex odor sequences quickly.
For example, users can try switching odors, fading in or out, mixing
aromas in parallel, or even transferring entire chunks of a sequence

from one tape to another. These editing techniques build upon ex-
isting film, tape, and reel-based editing techniques (e.g., for film or
audio) [25, 54], which are widely used and versatile.

1. Cut and paste. Our toolkit’s underlying technique is cutting
and pasting. Users select scratch-and-sniff stickers and cut these
to fit the paper tape. By pasting several odors, they can prototype
a sequence in less than a minute (Figure 9) and even control the
odor’s intensity by changing its surface area on the tape.

Figure 9: Designers cut and paste scratch-and-sniff stickers
to form an odor sequence. Here, it would play root beer then
smoothie.

2. Fade. Users can produce fade-ins and fade-outs by controlling
the sticker’s surface area over time. Figure 10 depicts two simple
methods. In the first method (a), the user cuts the sticker so that
it tappers or enlarges as the tape advances. Alternatively, the user
can pulsate an odor (b) by cutting an odor into pieces and spreading
the fragrance over time, which allows for more control over fading
duration. Both techniques translate to crossfades (e.g., fade between
smells).

Figure 10: (a) Fade in of smoothie scent by cutting sticker
into a long triangle. (b) Fade out of root beer scent by pulsing
stickers. Both techniques can be extended to crossfades.

3. Multi-track. To mix odors, users can cut thin slices of stickers
and lay them side-by-side on the same tape or use connectors to
smell two tapes simultaneously (Figure 11). The latter is helpful
when testing scent combinations non-destructively, iterating over
previously authored sequences, etc. However, while smelling two

Figure 11: Playing two smells simultaneously: (a) cutting
scratch-and-sniff stickers into thinner tracks and superim-
posing them, or (b) using the included connector to play two
independent cassettes simultaneously.
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Figure 12: (a) A user will insert a recent odor sequence into (b) another previously prototyped sequence (c). They cut the base
sequence (c) and then use washi tape to insert (also known as splice) the old sequence into the new one (d).

tracks is manageable, anything beyond would require the user to
sweep their nose across all tapes.

4. Splice. Finally, a user can cut the paper tape to join two
different areas together or introduce a new sequence. Users then
use washi tape to reconnect the areas into a single tape. As shown in
Figure 12, this technique enables quick reuse of previously drafted
sections or could even be used to crossfade entire sequences.

6.3 Dataset of commercial scratch-and-sniff
stickers

For our toolkit to be practical, users must acquire scratch-and-sniff
stickers. Commercial scratch-and-sniff stickers for children are
incredibly accessible and cheap, including good and bad scents. We
created a dataset of 800 scratch-and-sniff stickers from 22 brands
to facilitate sticker selection. We manually extracted each sticker’s
scent, dimensions, and price per cm2. The dataset includes 538
unique scents, depicting a wide variety at costs as low as 0.00035
USD per cm2.

7 STUDY 2: EXPLORING SMELL & PASTE
WITH NOVICES

While novices can use paper prototyping to design and explore
their first screen-based interfaces in minutes (as used in virtually
all Introductory HCI classes worldwide), the same is not possible
for novices who want to explore olfactory UIs. We realized that
Smell & Paste’s low-fidelity materials might be approachable to
novices with introductory skills.

In turn, we designed our second study to explore Smell & Paste
with a group of novices, recruited from an HCI class. We were in-
terested in whether our kit (1) supported novices to quickly explore
olfactory design [29, 39] and (2) what techniques emerged when
using the kit. This study was approved by our Institutional Review
Board (IRB 20-2071).

7.1 Participants
We deployed our study as an optional assignment in a university-
level HCI course. Participating in the study was entirely optional
for the course. We recruited seven students (three women and four
men), aged 20 to 26. While five had no experience in design or
engineering, two had engineering degrees. None had any prior
experience conceiving olfactory applications or experiences. Par-
ticipants were compensated 50 USD for their participation.

7.2 Procedure
Participants received a toolkit with two cassettes and 41 different
scratch-and-sniff odors. We also provided a short video tutorial. As
the study occurred during social distancing measures, participants
received their toolkits by mail.

We assigned design prompts to allow a refined analysis of the
design and prototyping experience [41, 46, 52, 53]. See Table 3.
The prompts reflected a small variety of previous olfactory appli-
cations from HCI (notifications [30] and games [38]) and product
design [65]. As participants had no experience conceiving olfactory
applications, providing prompts let them focus on the olfactory
interaction design. In turn, this focus allowed us to observe their
techniques with our kit and whether the toolkit supported rapid ex-
ploration of olfactory design [29]. We randomly assigned prompts
to all participants (P1-5), while, given the engineering backgrounds
of P6 & P7, we assigned them a prompt to test the kit’s flexibility
for add-ons. Upon finishing, participants submitted at least three
process photos and a video of their prototype(s) that explained
their work. Participants could also provide written feedback on our
toolkit.

7.3 Results
We clustered our findings into nine categories based on the video,
photo, and open feedback analysis. Smell & Paste enabled partici-
pants to rapidly draft lo-fi prototypes of their olfactory experiences
(see Figure 13). Participants enjoyed prototyping their experiences
with Smell & Paste. P1 stated that it was a “great experience” and
“incredibly useful to have a physical form as a starting point for
brainstorming and prototyping.” P2 and P3 appreciated the variety
and realism of the scratch-and-sniff smells and stated that “it was
very fun using this smell kit” (P2).

1. Smell & Paste allowed novices to draft lo-fi prototypes
exploring all key olfactory design features. Each participant
(P1-5) explored chemical, emotional, spatial, and temporal design
features in detail. P4 and P5 conveyed information through estab-
lished scent-associations to provide information about the visual,
spatial, and temporal qualities of their makeup products and iter-
ated on these aspects. We now present focused examples from P1
and P2 to further exemplify the design ideas participants were able
to quickly draft and evaluate with Smell & Paste.

P1 began prototyping their “Olfactory Pomodoro timer” by test-
ing whether “certain aromas may perceptually and materially im-
prove concentration, task lag time” (P1). They iterated over two key
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Table 3: Participants, their design prompt, and prototyped experience summary from Study 2. As participants had no experience
conceiving olfactory applications, we provided these prompts to inspire participants and encourage using smells.

Participant Prompt Description Resulting prototypes from participant

P1 1 Design an olfactory notification system. Pomodoro-timer with olfactory notifications
conveying timer state and urgency.

P2 2 Design smell interactions for a game. Interactive odor cues for Mario Kart & Pokémon Go, as
well as olfactory versions of popular board games, a
smell escape room puzzle, a smell maze.

P3 2 Design smell interactions for a game. Olfactory Pictionary.
P4 3 Design olfactory experiences for a user

interacting with two makeup products.
Face mist that conveys its fragrance and functionality
(spray) before use.

P5 3 Design olfactory experiences for a user
interacting with two makeup products.

Eye shadow palette with scents matching shades.
Lipstick, whose odor presents its shade and changes if
it’s fresh or expired.

P6 (engineer) 4 Engineer an add-on for the toolkit’s cassette. Add-on to automatically advance and rewind the
cassette.

P7 (engineer) 4 Engineer an add-on for the toolkit’s cassette. Adapter to turn cassettes into an automated olfactory
interface for VR headsets.

Figure 13: Participants made lo-fi prototypes by taking their design ideas and repeatedly (1) drafting with stickers, (2) loading
tapes into cassettes, and (3) testing their ideas with their nose. Photos by and reproduced with the permission of participants.

aspects: the chemical and emotional features of selected odors and
their semantic meanings. They tested if scents felt like (1) “boost
one’s state” and (2) “motivate to work”. For the start-time interac-
tion, they compared and experimented with lemon to reduce stress
or peppermint to increase concentration, settling for the latter af-
ter trying both options in the prototypes (“my experience with
peppermint smell was poignant stimulation”). For their break-time
notification, they compared lavender for its “known relaxation prop-
erties” and menthol as a simpler stimulator (a component of pepper-
mint), settling for menthol. Then, P1 also experimented with “more
pungent” and “strong smells to encourage users to resume timer
and work intervals” that conveyed a semantic sense of urgency.
They selected and compared star anise, cinnamon, hay, manure,
wet dirt, and campfire from the kit. P1 then arranged and composed
scent notifications according to pungency and semantic meaning
to convey urgency: hay for five idle minutes (slightly unpleasant),
a manure and wet dirt combo for ten idle minutes (“funky”), and

burning campfire for fifteen idle minutes (strong, pungent, and
semantically urgent).

For P2, who delivered several lo-fi prototypes, we focus on their
most advanced one: odor interactions for Mario Kart. P2 compared
and combined scents for different effects after drafting and iterating
on individual sequences. For the squid ink penalty (screen blocked
by ink), P2 experimented with translating its visual mechanism
to scent by using strange combinations with abrupt transitions to
confuse and distract the player. They tried many combinations of
smells and eventually settled on three “stranger” composite odors
“so that scent changes are distracting” (emphasis by P2): smell one
with bubblegum, rose, and manure; smell two with tomato, cotton
candy, and campfire; and smell three with cake, new car, and corn. In
contrast, P2 designed the invincibility power-up to “do gradual scent
transitions [with] familiar scents [. . .] so that the scent changes
are not distracting,” selecting “pleasant scents” like strawberry,
chocolate, and lilac. The cassette allowed P2 to iterate and refine
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Figure 14: Participants cut stickers to control their intensity. P2 used two methods: (a, b) long triangles for fades followed by a
burst (clear stickers) and (c) transitions by staircases between odors. Photos by and reproduced with P2’s permission.

the sequence transitions): “scents for invincibility are tessellated
for smoother scent transitions”; “scents for squid ink have gaps
(. . .) for abrupt transitions”; and “speed boost has one segment for
a briefer scent experience” whereas “invincibility and squid ink
each have three segments, since these are meant to be experienced
for a longer time.” P2 additionally drafted scent interactions that
conveyed spatial information (competitors approaching), semantic
information (fish for incoming tortoise shell), and more.

2. Participants rapidly drafted and iterated on many lo-fi
prototypes. Not only did all participants complete their proto-
types within the assignment timeframe, but they produced itera-
tions. Alongside Mario Kart interactions, P2 initially rapidly pro-
totyped olfactory interactions for a battery of other games: Hide
and Seek (imagining scents for each player that would get stronger
when approaching); an interactive maze in which two cassettes
encode the solution (left vs. right turns); an envisioned expansion
to Pokémon Go (including scents for spatial information and mon-
ster states); and more. Participants also reported completing many
iterations of odor sequences and composed smells (P2, P4, P5).

3. Smell & Paste paired well with established lo-fi proto-
typing strategies. Participants combined Smell & Paste with other
prototyping strategies. (1) Paper prototype: P1, P3, and P4 used
our toolkit with the more traditional paper prototyping, especially
for interactive applications well suited for this method, such as
P1’s screen-based UI for a Pomodoro timer complemented with
olfactory notifications. (2) Wizard-of-Oz: P2 used our toolkit in
combination with Wizard-of-Oz, in which they “played the scent

tapes” while a friend played the actual game of Mario Kart. This
combination let P2 quickly prototype by querying the user on how
the smell interactions contribute to the experience. P3 similarly
leveraged this combination to test their olfactory game with a room-
mate. P5 did this when possible, such as advancing or rewinding
the tape while opening their lipstick. (3) Video prototype: P2 also
employed our toolkit with prerecorded videos of Mario Kart runs,
allowing them to iterate quickly over a sequence until it felt right.

4. Participants iterated on sticker size to control and test
odor intensity. Participants tested and controlled an odor’s inten-
sity over time by cutting the sticker into smaller or larger areas.
As shown in Figure 14, P2 prototyped interactions to convey ap-
proaching vehicles (fading natural gas) and collisions (burst of wet
dirt). By changing a sticker’s thickness for intensity and length for
the duration, P2 experimented with transitions, such as homing in
on noticeable switches between disparate scents for squid ink to
fade-ins to convey approaching competitors.

P4 used scent intensity the most in their face mist interaction
prototypes. They prototyped how to encode the product’s delivery
mechanism (spray) before use through scent, settling on a prototype
that delivered a sudden strong watermelon scent that quickly fades
when the user opens the face mist’s cap. They used a second cassette
to precisely control the watermelon scent’s intensity (more surface
area to work with) and add short bursts of vanilla.

5. Stickers can be combined to compose a new scent. Par-
ticipants prototyped not only sequences but also new scents by
recombining scratch-and-sniff stickers. For example, P4 tried to

Figure 15: An example of how participants prototyped not only an interactive odor release but also mixed new fragrances (P4).
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Figure 16: P5 used advancing and rewinding to prototype an interaction that branched based on whether an envisioned
interactive lipstick was fresh or expired. Photos by and reproduced with P5’s permission.

Figure 17: (a, b) P2 separated scent-triggering events across two stacked cassettes. (c) P2 also embedded notes directly on the
tape to keep track of prototyped interactions, such as “close” and “hit”. Photos by and reproduced with P2’s permission.

compose a powdery smell. They first investigated what fragrance
notes produced powdery perfumes, identifying rose, vanilla, cake,
and lavender. They then tested and combined those odors at various
intensities to create a new identifiable scent. P2 also used a similar
technique for their more complex odor-releasing Mario Kart game
events. P4 took this a step further and prototyped conveying the
makeup’s state (closed, opened, in-use) by subtly changing the com-
ponent odors’ intensities, see Figure 15. P3’s entire prototype relied
on scent composition, as players craft new scents and sequences to
convey a prompt to others.

6. Participants developed strategies to map branching ex-
periences onto the tape. We observed different approaches to
mapping branching experiences onto the cassette’s linear structure.
P5 used advancing and rewinding the cassette to encode and proto-
type branching states, with the area at the opening representing
the branching point.

For instance, P5 translated the eye shadow palette’s physical
layout by splitting it at the central eye shadow and letting the
user move the tape either left for the shades to the left or right
for the matching shades. This participant reapplied the technique
to prototype their lipstick interaction in which its odor changes
to convey whether it is fresh or expired, as shown in Figure 16.
If the lipstick is fresh, the user rewinds to receive a lemon odor
(refreshing) followed by cherry (smell-color association). If the
lipstick is expired, the user advances the tape and gets a corn odor.

For their Pomodoro-timer, P1 prototyped odor sequences for each
machine state in separate areas. P1 used advancing and rewinding
to different regions to then test certain decisions. In contrast, P2

leveraged two connected cassettes to prototype an olfactory experi-
ence accompanying Mario Kart), see Figure 17. P2 used two tapes
for two types of scent interactions: one for spatial interactions (i.e.,
a kart approaching and colliding) and another for power-ups (player
state). Using two cassettes allowed them to quickly test how the
experience would smell when interactions of two types occurred
concurrently and then adjust the odors to make them mutually
intelligible.

7. Participants took notes directly on the tape. For example,
P2 prototyped their interactions in separate areas of the tapes with
no specific order, so they wrote each sequence’s name on the tape,
as seen in Figure 17 (b).

8. Participants redrafted sequences instead of splicing. Par-
ticipants found it quicker and more convenient to redraft sequences
in blank areas than to splice sequences. This approach enabled them
to compare variations.

9. Smell & Paste is modifiable. The two participants with an
engineering background (P6-7) found the toolkit customizable. P6
altered the cassette to advance automatically, as seen in Figure 18
(a), adding a motor inside the cassette. P7 prototyped an add-on
that adapted their cassette into a VR-ready digital olfactory display,
as seen in Figure 18 (b).

Suggested improvements. While participants found the kit
useful for lo-fi prototyping (P1-5), participants also provided sug-
gestions for improvement. Three participants (P2, P4, P5) noted that
the 3D-printed comb teeth occasionally jammed if several scratch-
and-sniff stickers overlapped. P5 wished synchronizing movements
between cassette advancing or rewinding and interacting with an-
other object were easier. P4 suggested adding tactile markers to the
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Figure 18: (a) Two iterations of P6’s add-on that automati-
cally advanced their cassette. (b) Progress images from P7’s
adapter to turn cassettes into automatic olfactory interfaces
for VR headsets. Photos by P6 and P7 and reproduced with
participants’ permission.

tape to allow users to gauge where they are on the tape without
looking down.

Fixes. We resolved jamming issues by redesigning the comb
to use hook-and-loop fasteners (Velcro) as teeth instead. These
fasteners are stiff enough to scratch the stickers’ surface and flexible
enough to let arbitrarily thick tapes pass.

8 STUDY 3: TOOLKIT IN EXPERTS’
ACTIVITIES

Finally, we engaged with olfactory experts to understand their
impression of the kit and determine its potential when integrated
into their practices. This study was approved by our Institutional
Review Board (IRB20-2071).

8.1 Participants
We recruited experts E1 and E3 from Study 1 for their extensive
experience designing olfactory experience for diverse audiences
(children, people with disabilities, etc.) and because they had re-
ported having enough time to evaluate the kit in their professional
practices. Both received a 50 USD gift card for their time. As we
were interested in the kit’s applicability in expert work, we did
not provide prompts. Instead, we asked the experts to experiment
with the kit in their olfactory practice for two weeks. Participants
then provided documentation (photos and videos) and feedback via
Zoom. As the study occurred during social distancing measures,
participants received their toolkits by mail.

E1 decided to use the toolkits in a workshopwith kids. This
participant requested four full toolkits. E1 prototyped a workshop
for children (aged 7 and 9.) E1 designed a curriculum with the
kits in which children compose scent tracks to train each other’s
noses and then produce interactive smell stories for their parents.
Both children were authorized to participate in the workshop by
their parents. Their parents provided permission to reproduce and
use documentation. E1 was able to conduct the workshop as their
country allowed small gatherings during quarantine.

E3 decided to test the toolkit to prototype olfactory movie
experiences. This participant requested a single kit. Over the two
weeks, E3 experimented with their kit to uncover its potential use
in their olfactory film practice. For this, they recruited their spouse
as a participant to iterate over odor sequences.

8.2 Results
Even though the two activities were very different, their results
provided common ground. Following this, we decided to cluster the
separate findings into three combined themes based on the video,
photo, and feedback analysis.

1. Experts would use Smell & Paste in their work. E1 stated
that they would use the toolkit again. Likewise, E3 began imagining
possible ways to extend the toolkit, namely motorizing the cassette
to play in sync with a game.

2. Smell & Paste provides technical and tangible affor-
dances. E3 found that the cassette and comb worked successfully,
similarly echoed by E1’s successful workshop with children. E3
stated odors “only lingered for a short period after passing the
comb” and that “odors directly under the nose were stronger than
accumulated odors from the spooled tape” (E1 mentioned this too).
For subtle smells, E3 recommended spacing out stickers by approx-
imately 4-6 cm to produce bursts that faded quickly, stating “more
complex odors needed additional space”. E1 and E3 highlighted
Smell & Paste’s ability to rapidly draft sequences: “this [toolkit] is
really useful [. . .] because it gives you a sequence” (E3).

E1 and E3 also praised the cassette’s design, requiring little to
no explanations. E1 did not show the children our tutorials and
reported “they had no problem using” it, stating “the mechani-
cal design is straightforward and communicates its functionality.”
Moreover, both agreed that toolkit assembly was easy: E1 said it was
“incredibly simple” and they did so without watching the tutorial.

3. The cassette form factor provided surprise. E3 mentioned
they entered the study believing the cassettes “could be really fun
as a toy” while being skeptical of the benefits over a typical scratch-
and-sniff card, which they had previously worked with and de-
signed. However, upon using the toolkit, they “immediately real-
ized a big advantage: the cassette can hide the stickers’ visuals.”
Moreover, E3 raised one more added benefit compared to tradi-
tional scratch-and-sniff cards: “even with a scratch-and-sniff card
that doesn’t indicate the smell, one can sniff around at the card
ahead of time and have an idea of what’s to come, and who could
resist that. But [. . .] hidden inside the cassette, there’s no way to
know what scent is coming next.” Furthermore, E1 mentioned using
this “surprise effect” to let the children train each other’s noses, as
depicted in Figure 19 (a).

The children created their own odor sequences, which they pre-
sented to each other as a smell identification game. They then
independently explored which odors worked well and could be
integrated into their interactive stories. In just one afternoon, both
children drafted and iterated over interactive olfactory stories, shar-
ing their experiences with their mom at the end of the workshop
as seen in Figure 19 (b).

Suggested improvements and considerations. Experts noted
that the driver’s cantilevers could snap if carelessly inserted or
removed (E3). E1 reflected on their experience using our toolkit
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Figure 19: (a) The kids taking turns testing each other’s ability
to identify the odors on a tape. (b) Their mom smelling the
interactive olfactory story they drafted. Photos by E1 and
reproduced with participant and parents’ permission.

with the children’s workshop, noting that selecting odors took
more time than necessary. We provided 41 different scratch-and-
sniff odors with our toolkit, which E1 found overwhelmingly vast
for children to explore in a limited time. Finally, E1 suggested that
a thicker and bigger version of a tape (closer to a VHS size) might
help those with less dexterity (including children).

We found E1’s thickness suggestion important and easily action-
able. We made our files parametric, allowing designers to choose
their desired tape width and cassette dimensions. All parts will then
adjust accordingly. Additionally, E1 and E3’s experience with the
cassettes proves that they work reliably and do not jam with the
new combs.

9 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USING OR
DEPLOYING SMELL & PASTE

Based on insights gained from Studies 2 and 3, we now synthe-
size eight recommendations for prospective designers interested in
using Smell & Paste to prototype olfactory experiences or dissemi-
nating the toolkit for their studies:

1. Use Smell & Paste to draft and evaluate design choices
quickly and frequently. Smell & Paste works well to lo-fi pro-
totype long or short interactive sequences and quickly compare
isolated interactions. For example, a designer can fine-tune which
smells are released when the player receives a power-up in Mario
Kart. To make the most of Smell & Paste, we recommend using the
toolkit early and frequently in the design phase.

2. Smell & Paste is easy to use for experts and novices. As
evidenced by Study 2 and E1’s workshop with two children in
Study 3, Smell & Paste’s form factor is intuitive. Since Smell &
Paste uses scratch-and-sniff stickers instead of liquid fragrances,
there is also little need to train designers on how to smell and
handle fragrances before developing an interactive olfactory experi-
ence. Moreover, Smell & Paste may not even need a video tutorial
(E1). This ease-of-use contrasts with other kits requiring multipage
brochures or manuals [26, 27] and instructions [24]. Additionally,
unlike handling fragrances, which require safety practices, com-
mercial scratch-and-sniff stickers are safety compliant for even
children. Experts and novices can handle them with no worries.

3. Smell & Paste produces lo-fi olfactory prototypes that
can be stored and shared. While the kit supports radical and
destructive drafting (e.g., tossing entire sections), the resulting lo-
fi prototypes are long-lasting and keep smelling even after many
scratches. For example, Study 1’s E3 mentioned their 1981 scratch-
and-sniff cards still smell, and sequences we produced for pilots
smell even two years later. Additionally, both participants in Study 2
and 3 were excited about sharing their prototypes with friends and
family. The Study 3 experts also highlighted Smell & Paste proto-
types’ ability to be shipped without restrictions or special handling.
Several mentioned experiencing issues transporting materials for
interactive exhibits due to restrictions on fragrances. This problem
often prevented them from mailing or bringing early prototypes to
museums or theaters.

4. Document directly on the paper tape. Designers can anno-
tate tapes by writing on them, e.g., notes for timing cues, labels for
a particular interaction, etc. We recommend this practice to keep
track of and draft sequences so that designers can return to their
lo-fi prototypes later with context (just like in programming).

5. Scratch-and-sniff stickers provide a great variety of
smells but pre-select them for a quick start with chil-
dren. While adults had no problem smelling and choosing from
an extensive library of smells (41 provided in kits), this variety
overwhelmed children and had them spend too much time sniff-
ing scents before prototyping. Per E1’s suggestion, we recommend
designers pre-select relevant odors when working with children.

6. Modify the kit as desired. We encourage prospective users
to adapt the kit to their needs. First, the mechanical design of
Smell & Paste is parametric. Per E1’s expertise with children and
disabled people, we recommend printing a version of the cassette
with wider tape to let those with less dexterity handle it better.
Second, pairing the cassette with braille labels may allow blind
and visually impaired designers to use the kit. Finally, designers
can extend the cassette with electronics for new applications, such
as automated playback. For example, we produced a hyper-low-
cost version of our cassette from commonly available corrugated
cardboard; Figure 20 shows one made from an Amazon package.

7. Combine or transition to hi-fi smell toolkits. Smell &
Paste – and lo-fi methods in general – mark the start of prototyping
an interactive experience, not its end. We encourage prospective
designers to transition from their lo-fi prototypes, created using
Smell & Paste, to hi-fi toolkits or even combine Smell & Paste with
hi-fi techniques. We present examples with existing kits. (1) Com-
bine with physical hi-fi olfactory toolkits: In Lai and Cao’s toolkit
workshop [24], participants used visual sketches as early proto-
types prior to engaging with the hi-fi toolkit. By combining a lo-fi
toolkit, such as Smell & Paste, participants can couple their lo-fi
sketches with lo-fi smell prototypes, allowing them to transition
more smoothly to the higher-fidelity hardware. Similarly, combin-
ing Smell & Paste in the O&O workflow might provide designers an
opportunity to test and iterate on ideas in the early design phases
(e.g., in the “Prototype” and “Test” steps of the manual [26]) before
committing days to a hi-fi O&O prototype. Additionally, O&O’s
design manual could be paired with Smell & Paste to provide a
structured thought process for designing for the smell in all pro-
totyping stages. (2) Combine with software hi-fi olfactory toolkits:
Smell & Paste’s linear structure may translate well to OWidgets’
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Figure 20: Our variation on the cassette made entirely of commonly available corrugated cardboard, one cardboard craft tube
cut in two, paper, and a strip of Velcro. This variation can be cut by hand using an X-Acto knife and assembled with everyday
glue.

similar linear timeline editor [31], and – vice versa – a prospective
designer might test an OWidgets sequence without hardware to
dispense smells.

10 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed Smell & Paste, the first prototyping toolkit for
olfactory design that enables a structured workflow for lo-fi olfac-
tory prototyping. Our findings suggest that Smell & Paste enables
rapid and cheap prototyping of smell experiences, is approachable
to people of any technical background, and is extensible. From
the studies, we improved the toolkit’s design and extracted recom-
mendations for prospective designers interested in using Smell &
Paste.

We believe our toolkit might accelerate and make olfactory pro-
totypingmore approachable across various fields, including HCI, de-
sign, and education. As part of these efforts, we provide our toolkit
as open-source with a dataset of 800 commercial scratch-and-sniff
stickers. Alongside our expert interview insights and toolkit, we
believe these efforts form the groundwork to investigate future
research questions, such as how olfactory experience designers
could transition from low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototypes to
final experiences. Exploring this area is imperative to support the
development of new, rich olfactory experiences.
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